Abstract-Planning is one of the critical components in human being's decision making processes. It is a reasoning paradigm where people have to choose and organize actions to satisfy their expected outcomes. In the field of Artificial Intelligence, Automated Planning and Scheduling has become an immense research. Collaborative planning is one of the important planning problems as working together through the act of making choices is fundamental for human nature. This fact is reflected in an emergence of collaborative tools for people's participation. Such tools include social networking sites, instant messengers, email and mailing list, and so on. Unfortunately, these collaborating tools are still functioned based on the notion of human creativity involvement without an automatic planning system. This paper presented the framework to represent collaborative planning problems using HTN formalism, determine the plans, and evaluate the most preferred plan. Three main components are HTN planner(s), Plans validator, and Plan selector. The paper also provided the methodology to solve the problems under the assumption that planning knowledge is decentralized. This is described in terms of communication protocols for decentralized cooperative agents.
I. INTRODUCTION
Planning is one of the critical components in human being's decision making processes. It is a reasoning paradigm where people have to choose and organize actions to satisfy their expected outcomes. In the field of Artificial Intelligence, Automated Planning and Scheduling has become an immense research topic. A diversity of formalisms to find plans were written down by [1] and [2] .
Despite diverse formalisms exists, it is a common practice for ones to develop plans together because planning problems are often rich in solutions. Let consider the following examples.
Example I.1: Consider a person, person 1 , who is at school and wants to be relaxed after an exam. Suppose the person 1 has only alternative, which is to play games. Then, a preferred plan for person 1 must be an action play games (.,.) .
Example I.2: Consider two people, person 1 and person 2 , who are at school and want to be relaxed after an exam. Suppose person2 also has only one alternative, which is to watch movies. Then, a preferred plan must be either an action play games (.,.) or an action watch movies (.,.) .
According to the above examples, working together through the act of making choices is fundamental for human nature and the health of individuals and society. This fact is also reflected in an emergence of collaborative tools for people to participate social activities. Such tools include social networking sites (e.g., Facebook, Google+), instant messengers (e.g, WhatsApp, Line), email and mailing list, etc.
The fundamental idea of collaboration is based on the very basic idea of recursive interaction of knowledge and mutual learning between working people. In real-life collaboration, this recursive interaction and mutual learning is gained via a method called Participation, in which requires an environment to connect people and encourage the sharing of knowledge. In term of Knowledge Management, a similar mechanism is also described as a Community of Practices ( [3] ) to allow a collaboration of people and achieving common outcomes.
Despite diverse formalisms to solve planning problems exist, collaborating tools are still functioned based on the notion of human creativity involvement without an automatic planning system. The difficulties are pointed out as following:  Planning problems are often rich in solutions because solutions come from distinct people. For the sake of simplicity, solutions coming from distinct people will be referred as knowledge base in the paper.  The same solutions (or plans) may not be able to apply on different sets of collaborating people. This happens since different people may have different preferences. For the sake of simplicity, the solutions will be referred as plans in the paper. The objectives of the paper are to investigate collaborative planning process of people to develop a plan and formulate through a structural method. Developing framework based on the notion of collaborative planning will be proposed in the paper. Major objectives include as follows:  Present a framework to represent collaborative planning problems, determine the plans, and evaluate the most preferred plan based on the notion of Hierarchical Task Network formalism.  Provide the methodology to solve the problems under the assumption that planning knowledge is decentralized.
II. HIERARCHICAL TASK NETWORK PLANNING
The Hierarchical Task Network, or HTN, has become popular since it provides a convenient way to write problem-solving recipes corresponding to how a human domain expert might think about solving a planning problem. Its objective is to know how to perform some set of tasks.
As there are various extensions of HTN planning formalism, this work focuses on a special case of HTN planning named Ordered Task Decomposition, found by [4] . This special HTN planning always build plans forward from the initial state of the world. Hence, it is obvious to conclude Collaborative Planning Using Hierarchical Task Network
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International Journal of Computer Theory and Engineering, Vol. 5, No. 3, June 2013 that an ordered task decomposition planner plans for tasks in the same order that the tasks will later be performed. Each method indicates how to decompose a nonprimitive task in an ordered set of subtasks, each of which can be either nonprimitive or primitive. It is described by a 4-tuple m = (name(m), task(m), precond(m), network(m)), corresponding to the method's name, correspondent nonprimitive task, preconditions, and task network whose tasks are called subtasks. A method m is relevant for a task t if there is a substitution σ(t) such that σ(t) = task(m). Generally, several methods can be relevant to a particular nonprimitive task t, in which lead to different decompositions of t. In the second example, the method with name by-flight-trans can be used to decompose the task arrange-trans into subtasks of booking a flight and paying.
Definition2 (Task Network): A task network is an acyclic digraph w = (U, E), in which U is the node set, E is the edge set, and each node u ∈ U contains a task t u . w is ground if all of the tasks {t u | u ∈ U} are ground; otherwise, w is unground. w is primitive if all of the tasks {t u | u ∈ U} are primitive; otherwise, w is nonprimitive.
Definition3 (Solution to HTN Planning Problem): Given HTN planning problem P = (s 0 , w, O, M), a plan π = (a 1 , …, a n ) is a solution for P, depending on these three cases: (i) if w is empty, then π is a solution for P if π is empty. (ii) if a task node u ∈ w is primitive and has no predecessors, then π is a solution for P if a 1 is applicable to t u in s 0 and π = (a 2 , ..., a n ) is a solution for P ' 
= ((s 0 , a 1 ), w \ {u}, O, M). (iii) if a task node
u ∈ w is nonprimitive and has no predecessors, then there exists a sequence of task decompositions that can applied to w to produce a primitive task network w / , where π is a solution for w ' .
III. COLLABORATIVE PLANNING
A For the sake of simplicity to follow the paper, examples are always derived from this working example.
B. Dialogue Context Analysis
According to the working example, the solutions are explored through the notion of deliberative dialogue. The deliberative dialogue is a form of discussion aimed at finding the best course of actions. The purpose of deliberative dialogue is not intended to solve a problem, but to explore the most preferred course of action. A deliberative question generally takes the form What should we do if we wish to satisfy the goals?. Cooperative agents may prepare solutions if they have answers. After each cooperative agent is triggered by the question, the solutions are then explored through the deliberation process.
Indeed, finding solutions for a collaborative planning problem through the deliberation process needs a lot of considerations. These considerations can be broken down into the following list:  What are predefined goals of a planning problem?  How the knowledge base of cooperative agents is organized?  How the finished deliberation process is determined?  How the valid plans of cooperative agents are determined?  What kind of constraints is used for a collaborative planning? Solutions to the above questions are done through three major steps: Planning, Validating plans and Selecting plans. 
3) Selecting plans: In this plans selection step, all the valid plans have already been explored. The task now is to select the most satisfied plan for all cooperative agents to execute together. One may argue that there are no absolute principles for this kind of problems. An example, the most satisfied plan can be a plan whose supportive reasons cannot be defeated. Also, the most satisfied plan can be plans in which most cooperative agents are agree to execute. In this work, the latter one was selected as a criterion to select the most satisfied plan. Therefore, this paper formulated how constraints are used to determine whether an agent will execute an action.  Theorem3 (The most preferred plan to a collaborative planning problem): Let π = <a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , …, a n >, where a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , …, a n are primitive actions, be a plan. A number of cooperative agents who are not preferred to execute a plan π is denoted by w(π). Therefore, π is the most preferred plan to a collaborative planning problem if and only if w(π) is minimal.
IV. REPRESENTING COLLABORATION USING HTN-BASED PLANNING
This section discusses a way to represent collaborative planning problems using HTN formalism. First-order literals and its logical connectives are used to describe states and actions like the representation of HTN formalism.
In this representation, an agent is described as a 2-tuple A = (O, M) where O is a set of HTN operators and M is a set of HTN methods. An HTN operator describes a primitive action an agent can do and an HTN method describes a recipe an agent know how to decompose a nonprimitive action (Theorem 1).
Let A i denote the i th cooperative agent from n agents. Therefore, a set of every cooperative agent of a collaborative where n is also a number of cooperative agents.
Definition4 (Collaborative Planning using HTN-based planning): A collaborative planning with multiple cooperative agents is defined as 5-tuple P = (s c0 , w c , O c , M c , ≤)
where s c0 ∈ s c is the initial state, w c is the task network, O c is a set of every cooperative agent's operators, M c is a set of every cooperative agent's methods, and ≤ is a binary relation that is reflexive and transitive on plans. A plan π is a solution to P if ' ≤ π according to the set of every cooperative agent's preference formulae pref c .
V. COMPUTING VALID PLANS
To this point, all plans have already been explored. The task now is to remove all invalid plans. According to Theorem 2, a sequence of actions π = <a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , …, a n > is valid if and only if these actions belong to the set of all planning operators O c defined by a given problem.
Definition5 (Determining valid plans):
A sequence of primitive actions π = <a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , …, a n > is called a plan if and   only if {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , …, a n ∈ O c } where O c is a set of all planning operators defined by a given problem.
VI. COMPUTING PREFERRED COLLABORATIVE PLANS
This section proposes a basic desire weight and a collaborative preference-based evaluation function which are used to search for the most preferred resulting plans based on the notion of user-specified preferences. This paper adapted the idea of [5] .
Definition6 (Basic Desire Weight): Let φ be a basic desire formula and let α be a plan. The weight of the plan α with respect to the basic desire φ is a function defined as the following figure. 
Definition7 (Collaborative Preference-based Evaluation Function):
Let W(π) be a collaborative preference-based evaluation function of a plan π corresponding to every cooperative agent. Then,
where n is a number of every cooperative agent and pref i is a user-specified preferences set of a cooperative agent.
Definition8: Let π 1 , π 2 be two plans. Then, a collaborative preference-based evaluation function of a plan π 1 
VIII. AN ABSTRACT ALGORITHM OF COLLABORATIVE PROTOCOLS
This section describes an abstract algorithm to collaborate plans among associated agents. The algorithm is derived from the definition Collaboration using HTNs. The broadcast takes as input w where w is a task network and functions to send a task network to all the agents. The algorithm also assumes that all the agents have to know each other in advance. The check consistency takes as input w where w is a task network and functions to validate it against the agent's constraints.
A. Soundness and Completeness of the Proposed Algorithm
Theorem4 (Soundness): 
) be a HTN planning. Suppose one of the nondeterministic developments of the algorithm given in the figure 2 finds a plan π. Then, π solves the HTN planning problem P.
Proof: Let us first notice that an agent has never struggled on the same task network w more than twice (line 22). Therefore, there are finite numbers of times an agent will be triggered according to the algorithm.
The proof is done by induction on n, where n is the number of times an agent being triggered such that a plan π = (a 1 , …, a j ) which is a solution of P will be collaboratively developed with others.
Base case (n=1): In this case, an agent does not need to collaborate a plan π with others. Thus, there are two cases:  w is empty and π is empty. According to the case 1 of the definition 3, π solves the planning problem P.  w is primitive and is either exactly solvable and exactly unsolvable with respect to the agent (line 11 and line 18). According to the case 2 of the definition 3, π solves the planning problem P. Induction step: Let n > 1. Suppose that the theorem is true for every m < n. According to the inductive assumption, a full plan π = (a 1 , …, a j ) can be collaboratively developed at n -1 steps. Then, it follows that the agent is said to be either exactly solvable or exactly unsolvable with respect to π. According to the case 2 of the definition 3, π solves the planning problem P. Proof: Similar to the previous theorem, let us first notice that an agent has never struggled on the same task network w more than twice (line 22). Therefore, there are finite numbers of times an agent will be triggered according to the algorithm.
The proof is done by induction on n, where n is the number of times an agent being triggered such that a plan π = (a 1 , …, a j ) which is a solution of P will be collaboratively developed with others. Base case (n=1): In this case, an agent does not need to collaborate a plan π with others. Thus, there are two cases:  w is primitive and there exists a solution with respect to w.
Thus, the algorithm terminates at line 18.  w is nonprimitive and there exists a solution with respect to w. Thus, the algorithm terminates at line 16. Induction step: Let n > 0. Suppose that the theorem is true for every m < n. There are two cases:  w = (w 1 
